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Phi Mu Areas Change and Staff Increase to Address Fraternity Growth 

PEACHTREE CITY, GA—National President Beth Monnin, , announces that Phi Mu Fraternity will now 

have four areas:  Alpha, Beta, Gamma and Delta.   

 

“With the tremendous growth that we’ve experienced through so many successful extensions on 

collegiate campuses, National Council and I wanted to be sure that our volunteer teams, as well as the 

Headquarters staff, would be able to fully support their assigned chapters and that the number of 

chapters in each area would remain manageable,” said Beth.  

 

Executive Director Darlene Reyes, , announces several new staff members at the National 

Headquarters. 

 

“I am impressed by all of the responsibilities that our staff handle on a daily basis, and with this move 

to four areas, I realized that we needed to increase the number of staff, particularly the Collegiate 

Relations Coordinators who work so directly with collegiate chapters and the team of area volunteers.  

These changes continue to support the work that we are doing under the governance model of 

leadership,” said Darlene.   

 

The Collegiate Relations Coordinators are: 

 Alpha Area:  Jordie King, , formerly the Area III Coordinator, jking@phimu.org  

 Beta Area:  Emily Forbes, ; formerly the Area I Coordinator, eforbes@phimu.org  

 Gamma Area:  Amanda Segrest, , asegrest@phimu.org  

 Delta Area:  Kenzie Childs, , kchilds@phimu.org  
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Carrie Garrett, , who was the Area II Coordinator, will now be the Collegiate Chapter Specialist.  She 

will work with the National Enrichment Team to support a select group of collegiate chapters from 

each area. 

 

Additionally, three New Chapter Specialists were hired:   

 Mary Coulter, , mcoulter@phimu.org 

 Madeline Franz, , mfranz@phimu.org 

 Meghan Martasin, , mmartasin@phimu.org 



And finally, two staff members have been promoted to address chapter and staff needs.  Rebecca 

Goode, , is now the Communications & Marketing Specialist and Saralyn Heath, , is now the 

Human Resources Generalist.  

 

Founded in 1852, Phi Mu is a women’s organization which provides personal and academic 

development, service to others, commitment to excellence and lifelong friendship through a shared 

tradition. Phi Mu promotes vibrant living, encouraging members to achieve their personal best. 
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